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About This Game

Set out on a world tour together with Anna and her family in Farm Mania: Hot Vacation!

This time you’re given a unique opportunity to take part in challenging farming contests held in different parts of the world.
Spend the greatest vacation ever traveling around Australia, Egypt and China, look after rare animals and take care of exotic

plants! Help Anna grow pineapples and cacao beans, breed camels and ostriches, make tequila and sushi to win the first prizes in
the upcoming farming competitions!

Learn new skills, buy advanced equipment and keep upgrading your farm in this challenging time management game. Dive into
hours of unforgettable farming fun in Farm Mania: Hot Vacation!

• 59 challenging levels
• 11 hidden object mini-games

• 3 episodes in Australia, Egypt and China
• variety of upgrades and bonuses

• take part in farming contests!
• 2 modes – casual and arcade

Grab it while you can, and TELL YOUR FRIENDS!

Follow us on: http://twitter.com/realoregames
http://www.facebook.com/RealoreGame
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do not buy it..never. I enjoyed this game. Not a big studio game but it had some scares and a good bit of tension. Based on the
ending I was wondering of there might be a quadrant 2 in the making.. If you like old school RPGs this is for you.

Well it may not be, considering the menu system is horrible. Their artist did a great job, the programmer did not. That said its
like it came out of an RPG maker with a failed menu system.

"This gets a veto.". Overall a decent game. It's entertaining has good visuals \/ soundtrack that will make game sessions
enjoyable. If you're interested chances are you'll like this game.

Pros:
- Good visuals, meaning menus, CGs, characters' art, etc.
- Good soundtrack.
- Multiple endings.
- Fully voiced.

Cons:
- Tedious battle system, it's so slow and repetitive.
- Voice acting is not the best.
- Money can be hard to get sometimes unless you keep reloading your game.

Worth the price. I would buy again.. Next Chapter when? xD. I wanted to like this game, has a lot of potential with the idea but
the controls are too arcady for my liking and there is not much else other than driving around in circles. They had a great
concept but with a few to many missteps it just didn't do the job. It is also beginning to show it's age. There are much better car
games out there for around the same price.. The game is fantastic. It brings back the magic and nostalgia of the Beat 'em up of
the' 80s and '90s as well as being packed with easter eggs and references to retro games and the 99vidas podcast.. The game is
very fun and some fresh air for the rythm-game genre.
You get 5 different tools, mostly weapons, to defend against and attack the beat.

Pros:
- Relatively large variety of tools\/weapons
- Tools are very fun to use, I especially liked the blaster gun
- You don't only slash\/hit stuff but it feels like an active fight against an enemy
- The game makes you move much more than traditional rythm games
- The notes match the beat and the songs have a good flow

Cons:
- Menu is very basic and needs a lot of polishing\/reiteration
- Sometimes your view gets obstructed by the many notes flying towards you
- Limited number of songs
- Bad performance in some areas
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- Game needs a lot of polish in general

Considering it's early access I didn't weigh the bad polishing a lot in my rating.
The pros overweigh the cons by far.
The game is just so much fun and I really want this to become bigger, more polished and get a larger library.

I got it for the sale price of 7,50\u20ac but I would definitely say it's worth the regular price of 12,50\u20ac.. 6/10 - Not great,
but it's hard to find simple TD games that aren't in the fantasy or zombie genre.

PROS:

- No elves or zombies in sight!
- Simple, classic style TD game
- Decent graphics (but not really 16bit style in my opinion)
- Good music and voice acting
- Upgrades are explained well

CONS:
- A bit dull and boring to be honest
- Upgrading is going to take forever
- Doesn't really bring anything new to the TD genre
- It wasn't clear that the screen could be scrolled up and down
- Sometimes trying to call the next wave early pauses the game (WTF?)
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A fun mix of theme and tactics - presentation is top notch and actually "feels" like a board game! Focused and condensed game
play is really enjoyable and fast paced. Developer has been great at listening to community feedback and working on adding
positive changes so players can customize their experience.

Only frustrating part can be some RNG from dice rolls messing up a good plan, but that also makes it suspenseful and
intriguing. However, there is now an option to help weight consecutive bad rolls and difficulty settings are coming soon. Plus
more content will be added to the base game and expansions are hinted at which will help diversify the experience.

Serious tacticians may want to consider other war games first, but Heroes of Normandie is a nice treat for new or casual players
with some depth to learn and grow.. Buy it. Just buy it. Especially now that it's 74 cents during steam sale, no reason to even
hesitate - the graphics aren't amazing in the vid but when you're in it they work perfectly well. Basically Mad Max kinda stuff,
the train goes, you shoot, you save your rockets for helicopters and try not to die.

Really good if you have a small room - again, it's not a great game but it's THREE DOLLARS (or when I got it, 74 cents.) Two
games in I've gotten my monies worth and I plan to keep playing - yes it's another wave shooter but it's fun, it's easy to explain to
people as a demo, and it works.

What more do you want, really?. Great game. Hope with future updates new elements are added. I'm still a bit new to shmups
but this is definitely one of the best I've played so far. The level design, enemy patterns and weapons are really well made, the
scoring/combo mechanic is really satisfying and it just oozes style. Love at first sight!. Don't play

It's bad

Really really really bad and boring. This game is not for everyone. Coming from someone who played Playstation Home for 6
years I can say from the small time I have played it has a ton of potential. The negative reviews I see from people are VERY
mixed and I had experienced NONE of their problems. The game ran perfectly smooth on my system and connection was
fantastic.

The coolest part is this is a cross platform game with PS4.

The controls so far are pretty solid and very easy to use for the chat interface and interactions around you. The visuals are like
eye candy, spot on. Some parts could use a little work but overall gives you a nice enviroment to explore. Audio is fantastic and
the spaces are interesting. Much room for improvement ahead in the future, more space, more items, more customization,
personal spaces, sponsor spaces (for example the Red Bull spaces in Playstayion Home) are all in the lineup for what this
platform has to offer.
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